
Zero Fees For Broxie Holders 
On Tokstock
Broxie holders can now trade on the Tokstock NFT 
marketplace with zero fees. They can enjoy this 
benefit when selling directly, selling through an 
auction and buying NFTs through an offer on the 
marketplace.


The utility is valid for accounts that hold a Broxie 
until the Broxie is sold outright or moved to another 
account. And it is valid for new orders after the utility 
has been integrated into the marketplace. So, for it to 
work, you will need to reinitialize your orders and buy 
offers from your Broxie account.


This is the first in-app Broxie utility.

The Liquid Staking 
Dashboard Is Here
What can you do on the new stEVER site? Read on to 
find out.


Continued on page 2 →

Where will EVERPOINT take 
place exactly?
Will owning a Broxie be beneficial at the event? Fresh 
insights on the most expected event of the quarter.


Continued on page 4 →

The Broxus Times Now Non-
Fungible
Our beloved newspaper now also exists as an NFT 
collection, which means you can now follow it not 
only from our social networks, but directly from the 
blockchain.


Continued on page 3 →

Macroeconomy Highlights 
Of The Week
— How did the DXY dollar index react to the newly 

released data on the US consumer price index?


— Observers have noted the biggest short trend in 

S&P 500 futures since 2011


— What percentage of American consumer income is 

currently going to gas purchases?


Continued on page 4 →

Rust Cup Payouts Coming To 
An End

The Rust Cup team has fully completed lock stakes 
payouts and has started the procedure for boosted 
stakes verification and payouts. The entire process is 
scheduled to be completed within the previously 
designated time frame (April 19).

Distributed prize locks

300/300

Distributed 300 100%

Not distributed 0 0%
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The Liquid Staking Dashboard Is Here

This is what many EVER stakeholders have been 
waiting for — a place to keep track of the Staked 
EVER (stEVER) program. So, we are happy to unveil 
the Staked EVER Dashboard.


In it, you can keep track of:


— General stEVER information, including TVL, 
current price, APY and number of holders;


— Participating depools;


— Transactions;


— Pending withdrawals.


What's more, it is possible to stake EVER and receive 
stEVER directly in the interface.

The release of this product is a big step towards 
integrating liquid staking into the Everscale 
ecosystem, where users don't have to completely lock 
assets into staking but can continue to use them, for 
example in DAO voting.

Dev Digest

— Smart contracts and the back-end for dynamic 
gas on FlatQube are ready.


— stEVER Dashboard has been released.


— Demo version of CBDC platform ready.


— Preparation done for a major Octus Bridge 
upgrade.


— Broxus.com will now have news in multiple 
languages.

Non-Dev Digest

— Unique merch designs for EVERPOINT have 
been finalized.


— Broxie holders have received a new utility - 
zero fees for trading on Tokstock.


— The Broxus Times issues have been minted as 
NFT collection.


— Designs finalized for adding public keys into 
EVER Wallet address book.


— The first article in Everscale Deep Tech.


— Finalization of Everpoint topics and tickets 
structure.

Did You Know?

To get the maximum possible amount of veQUBE 
when locking QUBE on the FlatQube DAO, the 
locking period should be 4 years.
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FlatQube DAO: Epoch 13 
results

Pools will get the same percentage of the total reward as they got from 
the total vote.

Epoch 13 has ended on the FlatQube DAO, along with 
the voting for the distribution of QUBE farming 
rewards for the next Epoch. The voting was held using 
veQUBE, the FlatQube asset designed for DAO votes.


The total number of votes in veQUBE was 95,969, 
and the total number of rewards in QUBE was 42,350. 
Pools will get the same percentage of the total reward 
as they got from the total vote.

The Broxus Times Now Non-
Fungible

→ Continued from page 1

You got that right! Our beloved newspaper now also 
exists as an NFT collection, which means you can now 
follow it not only from our social networks, but 
directly from the Everscale blockchain. It was minted 
on the Tokstock NFT marketplace, but is available on 
any marketplace that supports the current Everscale 
TIP-4 NFT standard.


It is presented in the form of PDFs with previews 
containing basic information about the issue. By the 
way, these are the first NFTs in PDF form on the 
blockchain.

MarsDAO Community Is 
Entering Our Ecosystem
Our new friends from the MarsDAO community are 
entering our Everscale ecosystem. This is a great 
opportunity for mutual growth, so, help our new 
community members out and tell them how and where 
to use EVER!

TVL

3,439,451 MDAO -43%

Users, total

759 +1%

Users, active

467 -30%

Daily income

0.06% +50%

APY

22.47 +75%

Staked EVER In Figures

TVL

127 900 000 EVER

APY

7.34% +1.57%

stEVER Price

-1.04 EVER

Depools in the program

48

Stakeholders

316 +24%

Expand Your Knowledge 
With Everscale Deep Tech
Everscale will now have an Everscale Deep Tech 
column on a regular basis. The column is useful for 
both regular users and blockchain developers, helping 
to broaden your horizons on blockchain technology, 
with a focus on Everscale.


The first edition of the column compares 3 blockchain 
platforms: Everscale, Avalanche and Cosmos. Head 
here to learn more about their scalability approaches, 
consensus mechanisms, and much more.

https://news.everscale.network/everscale-cosmos-and-avalanche-a-comparison-of-the-most-scalable-blockchains-capable-of-creating-2620cc606e13
https://news.everscale.network/everscale-cosmos-and-avalanche-a-comparison-of-the-most-scalable-blockchains-capable-of-creating-2620cc606e13
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The Macroeconomic Picture

→ Continued from page 1

On Wednesday, new data on the consumer price index 
in the US was released. The numbers turned out to be 
equal to or lower than those expected, with the proviso 
that the Fed has already changed the methodology for 
calculating the consumer price index this year. The 
DXY dollar index reacted with a correction, which 
implies expectations among market players of a key 
rate cut. Powell has unequivocally stated that he has 
one priority target and this is price growth.

Observers have noted the biggest short trend in SP500 
futures since 2011. By shorting, hedge funds could be 
anticipating a decline in company revenues across the 
board and a coming recession.

The good news is that the head of the fixed-income 
securities department has a positive outlook, even 
concerning the prospects for expensive energy 
resources. The basis of the outlook is a comparison with 
the 1970s, when oil prices rose from about $2 to $32. 
Rick Rieder has argued that today gasoline only 
accounts for about 2% of the average American 
consumer's expenditures, while in 1980 it was about 
6%. The only drawback of the argument is that it 
proceeds from a pre-war position. However, the 
composition of energy demand in developed countries 
deserves attention: countries with access to the sea after 
the start of the war were able to ensure gas imports due 
to higher prices and the fact that 2022-2023 has been 
"overwintered." The archived article is available here.

EVERPOINT: Insights 
Incoming

The site for EVERPOINT has been confirmed! The 

annual celebration of the network’s birthday will 

take place at Burj Al Arab in Dubai. The event will 

start with a pre-party on May 6th, and the main 

program will roll out the next day, including a 

conference, activities and gala dinner.


And what's more, we have an exclusive teaser for 

our readers: if you are a happy owner of a Broxie 

with one of a few selected traits, you'll be able to 

enter the event for free! (Number of free places are 

limited.) We will publicly select the traits using 

Random.org next week

https://web.archive.org/web/20220129113831/https://www.blackrock.com/us/individual/insights/comparing-todays-markets-with-the-1970s

